
Vivian Buczek has released her fourth solo album Curiosity, this time together with one of 
Sweden´s most talented and reputed jazz musicians, composers and arrangers Martin Sjöstedt. 
An enjoyable occasion is waiting for all who appreciate first-rate jazz experiences.

There is no doubt that Vivian Buczek is one of our foremost jazz singers. She has a remarkable range 
and feeling for the jazz idiom and has made a number of appearances with both international and 
Swedish celebrities like Toots Thielemans, Clark Terry, Swedish renowned Artistry Jazz Group with 
Jan Lundgren, and the successful vocal quartet Jazz Vocal Unit with Viktoria Tolstoy. 
The press says: ”If nothing unexpected happens she will be foremost among our Swedish jazz singers 
for a long time. She has everything; phrasing, articulation, timing and great humor on stage”.

On Curiosity Martin Sjöstedt and Vivian has created an exciting and curious jazz experience with 
ingenious and imaginative arrangements. Martin´s fantastic trio with Niklas Fernqvist on bass and 
Johan Löfcrantz Ramsay on drums backs up Vivian’s magnificent vocals in a highly elegant, docile 
and dynamic way. The album serves a magical mix of jazz standards and new, original compositions 
with influences from RnB, latin and pop written by Vivian and other contemporary composers. Wildly 
but in a natural way Vivian and the trio set off in a more modern sound that in turn creates an 
interesting fusion in today’s jazz. 

Nils Landgren about Curiosity  
”What struck me right away was how good the mix of music works and how incredibly good the songs 
are interpreted. Vivian and the trio move through the music with the grace of a dancer. This is indeed 
a masterpiece of chamber music”. 
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